metapopulations can be traced back to work by Richard Levins in 1970, but similar kinds of issue were raised in a genetic context by Sewall Wright as long ago as the 1930s. Also in the 1930s, A. J. Nicholson and V. A. Bailey, along with G. F. Gause, raised ecological questions in their classic contributions, but without using the term 'metapopulation' . Yet, as discussed in the introductory chapter, research in this area has increased sharply in the past 15 years, making any attempt at an overview difficult.
In contrast to the earlier volumes coedited by Hanski, this one gives almost equal weight to the evolutionary and ecological aspects of the subject. There are also fewer overviews of metapopulations, so this is not a volume to teach newcomers the basics. Instead the emphasis is on more specialized topics and applications, including conservation and reserve design, disease and pathogen dynamics, and speciation.
The papers in this volume use primarily theoretical and conceptual approaches. Readers looking for data-heavy contributions to help place the conceptual work in context will be disappointed. Also, although both genetic-evolutionary and ecological questions are considered, few contributions truly synthesize these different disciplines.
Not many readers are likely to read this massive volume from cover to cover, but it should prove useful as a reference book. There is good coverage of enough important recent advances, such as the use of coalescents and the study of metacommunities, so at least parts of the book will be required reading for students and researchers in spatial ecology. 
Jonathan Cole
The face is both a unique identifier and an embodied read-out of emotion. We look through it to see -or think we see -personality. And we use the face as a means of expression, to communicate with others, with and without words. Yet we now see so many unknown faces, in the street and in the media, that sometimes we gaze on others with a detached curiosity that can never be satisfied, seeing but not engaging. Sandra Kemp is well aware of this; her wonderful exhibition, which is presented by the Wellcome Trust and can be seen at London's Science Museum until 13 February, invites us to look and admire faces but also, constantly, to question and to feel.
In the first room, a series of scientific representations explore where the face begins and ends. Contemporary images from scans of faces and of blood vessels in the face and head combine accuracy with beauty. An 1837 drawing of a dissection has presence and poise. Opposite these are ancient, exquisite sculptures of faces, presaging Picasso and Modigliani. The scientific and the artistic complement each other in content and aesthetics throughout.
At the heart of the room is a collection of masks, used to conceal and transform identity because of disease, in Japanese Noh theatre, or to hide the face of an executioner. Beyond this are pictures of facial injuries from the First World War and the fitting of prostheses for camouflage. Across the room, a middle-aged man in a tweed jacket has his enucleated eye socket dressed.
A video installation by Chris Dorley-Brown has two screens. One screen shows a series of 10-year-olds who were given 15 seconds to express themselves in their faces; the other screen shows the same people doing the same a decade later. At the age of 10 they were animated, alive and playful, but by 20 they were concerned, knowing and apparently less, or at least differently, embodied in their faces. There is also a short series of people with facial disfigurements, each enjoying life and wearing a big smile.
Max Factor (the man behind the brand) appears trying in vain to measure facial imperfections with steel gadgetry, as shown below. Elsewhere, a tattooed face shows too much, and a Geisha reveals little. Hollywood's monsters lurk in a series of small photos. Dolls lie in glass cases; one has several faces, seen by rotating the head, the posh face happy, the poor miserable. A computer gives the next doll facial expressions and responsive emotions -but is she comforting or scary?
We are given a view of recent developments in the recognition of facial features and expression before we see examples of how new technology can alter our perception of the face. We meet Kaya, a virtual model, given imperfections to improve her humanity, and an avatar who talks to us face to face, a presence from a strange virtual world. Then we are seduced by a digital Marlene Dietrich.
Kemp shows us that we have always portrayed faces in culture, often distorting them, but that, through new technology, we will do this even more powerfully in the future. Might this alter our views on facial attractiveness, or even alter the semiotics of facial expression? This small gem of an exhibition delights and questions throughout. 
Facial diversity
An exhibition in London features the changing expression and representation of the face.
Science in culture

